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WHEN….Bitter© 
 

Scripture: Hebrews 12:15 J.B. Phillips - Be careful that none of you fails to 

respond to the grace of God.  For if he does, there can spring up in him a bitter 

spirit which can poison the lives of many others.  

 

Webster: bitter - resulting from or expressive of severe grief, anguish or 

disappointment marked by anguished and long lasting resentfulness 

 

Right off the bat-- no apologies offered -- a statement to prick your heart:  

Bitterness is on our list of feelings but this one is also a sin.  Bitterness for any 

reason is not of God.  Bitterness in essence says to God, “I don’t believe your 

grace is sufficient in this situation.  I can’t forgive as I have been forgiven by 

You.”  Nothing in this frail life of constant conflict between the flesh and the spirit 

more tragically and harmfully eats away at the very core of one’s being than 

bitterness. 

It lies as the root cause of many broken marriages, shattered families, 

mental breakdowns, countless health problems, and strained and broken 

relationships including the one with the Lord.  And it’s such a sneaky, deceptive 

tool of the devil.  We may not realize that the forgiveness we have postponed 

offering to someone is in fact growing into bitterness. 
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Only God may be aware of the pain, injustice and possibly outright horror 

that have caused the root of bitterness to grow so deep in your life.  He still says it 

must go. He never gives a command without providing the means to do it.  You will 

need to spend some serious listening time before your God to work out a game 

plan for doing this.  That plan is not the same for everyone.  Personalities are as 

different as the circumstances that caused the bitterness.  He may ask one person 

to revisit people and places that were the original source of the root in order to 

begin the healing process.  Others He may direct to simply lay it at His feet and 

trust Him to uproot it in His way and time.  Whatever He directs, we must trust 

Him and do it, and in its place He will bring release, peace and renewed 

relationships. 

 

If your heart has been heavy far too long 

And grief of soul can’t find release... 

Know your Jesus is waiting to take your pain 

And in its place bring grace and peace. 

 

Pattern for Prayer: Gracious Father, I would not grieve your Spirit for anything.  

I have been selfish, believing this bitterness which I have been harboring has hurt 

only me.  Forgive me, Lord and help those who have been affected by my bitterness 

to forgive me too.  I don’t know exactly how you will do it, but I trust you to take it, 

cleanse me from it, and grant me release. 

 


